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TAXATION OF NONRENEWABLE RESOURCES
ALBERT M. CHURCH
Lexington: Lexington Books. 1981. Pp. 330. $29.95
Since the turn of the century, politicians have found it increasingly
helpful to bolster budget policies with identifiable slogans. The current
administration has recently come forward with its own-the "New Federalism." The full dimensions of the "New Federalism" and the specifics
as to how it differs from the "Old Federalism" are yet to be determined,
but one thing is clear-it proposes a redistribution of budget policies
between the federal and state governments. Greater program responsibilities are proposed for the states, which in turn means that states will
have to reexamine current state tax policies in order to find new sources
of revenue. Since many states are already in dire financial condition, this
process of reexamination will certainly prove interesting to the detached
observer, and, no doubt, occasionally mortifying to those less detached.
One of the major areas to undergo review in many states will be the
taxation of natural resources. Of course, one component has already
undergone considerable reshaping in recent years-energy. Much of the
tone of the policy discussions associated with changes in state energy tax
policies has been strident and often has had a certain "beggar-thy-neighbor" quality to it. There has been a considerable outpouring of literature
that has attempted to examine the implications of the relevant energy tax
policy issues. However, as state fiscal pressures intensify and states attempt to find new sources of revenue that place the least political burden
on elected representatives (which often will be translated into the taxation
of nonrenewable natural resources), it will become increasingly important
to understand the likely economic burdens of the proposed changes.
Taxation of Nonrenewable Resources is a book which will help further
this understanding by the general public.
Professor Church provides a comprehensive survey of both the relevant
parts of the economic theory of nonrenewable natural resources and the
relevant tools of public finance for the examination of alternative tax
policies. Chapter subjects include an examination of tax policy goals, a
survey of economics of nonrenewable resources, the impact of taxes on
the decision-making of the extractive firm, the incidence of taxes on
nonrenewable resources, a survey and discussion of tax rates, and an
examination of alternative state tax policies in the copper and coal industries. The book contains one of the most comprehensive surveys of
existing federal and state tax laws to be found anywhere.
Although it is not clearly stated, the book appears to have been written
principally for the undergraduate student who has had some economics,
but is not an economics major. Professor Church attempts to explain
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major economic and technological concepts in non-technical terms and
provides interesting numerical examples throughout the text. While his
explanation of major concepts is good, his survey of the literature becomes
quite terse at times. One-sentence summaries of major articles will not
prove very satisfying to his professional colleagues, and will only mystify
the non-economist. It might be added that the attempt to hold the attention
of the general reader may be somewhat overdone at times, in that many
of the discussions of current issues verge on the "cute" side. However,
since this reviewer has been away from the classroom for several years,
I should perhaps defer judgment as to whether references to such things
as an OPEC minister's harem retirement program is an attention holder
or not. A related issue that this reviewer found distracting was the pejorative use of the word "bureaucrat" in many of the discussions involving
those who implement state taxation policies. His acknowledgment page
tends to downplay any negative connotation to the word, but the textual
discussion often tends to imply something quite different.
A book structed for the non-economist requires a certain bravado in
order to challenge the reader and to make him think. This book does not
lack this quality in that assertions are made about economic issues that
will make some of Professor Church's professional colleagues wince.
Blanket statements about the monopoly power of OPEC and a ranking
of taxes from the most efficient to least efficient are but two of the many
thought-provoking observations made in the book. Nevertheless, on most
important issues the reader is carefully guided through the reasoning that
must be made for rational tax policies to be undertaken. Of special interest
to many readers will be the final chapter in which Professor Church argues
that the optimum coal severance tax for Montana and Wyoming is 62.5
percent.
A few editorial changes that would greatly enhance the readability of
the book should have been made by the publisher. First, the book seems
to have an inordinate number of typographical errors that are an unnecessary distraction. Second, most of the tables and mathematical equations
could be placed in appendices. One chapter has a series of tables 40
pages in length. By the time the reader simply turns that many pages,
even without examining the contents, he has forgotten what he was reading.
In summary, I think that this book is a worthwhile addition to the
literature and should prove useful to the general reader wanting a summary
of the major issues associated with the taxation of nonrenewable natural
resources. It will be an especially good supplement to upper-division
courses in public finance and natural resources.
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